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Over the past three years, 360,000 people have joined the Leadnow community by taking action for 

an open democracy, a fair economy, and climate justice. As an ally at key moments, your actions 

have held this government accountable time and again. We hope to build off this momentum, both 

by continuing to work with you to stop the Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and 

Protection Act, but also by using the connections, skills, and capacity that people across the country 

are developing to feed into a movement that will be able to make the 2015 federal election a turning 

point for our democracy. 

 

We need your help to send the message that we won’t stand for secretive investor deals that 

undermine our ability to make democratic decisions about our economy, environment, and the 

stewardship of natural resources. Together, we’ve already held off the Canada-China Foreign 

Investment Protection Agreement (FIPA), the most significant international investors’ deal of 

a generation, for almost two years. Now let’s build a massive public outcry to ensure our 

Federal and Provincial leaders stop this deal for good.  

 

Our work is based on one core belief: if people can come together to make decisions about the 

future they want to create, then they will build a future that is better for everyone.  Through 

organizing on FIPA, we can build an independent, connected, and engaged network of teams 

and groups across the country who can work together to shift power away from closed 

governments and unaccountable corporations, and towards people and communities that can make 

great things happen together. We want you to be a part of it.   

 

The Leadnow community is only as strong as our ability to work together. We need you and your 

networks, skills and passions in order to in order to prevent FIPA from being ratified. 

 

We have developed this Summer Organizing Kit to provide a fun and powerful way to build strength 

together. The Kit will provide you with background resources and tools to help you voice our 

opposition to FIPA, as well as suggestions on tactics and team building that will help you build a 

strong network of changemakers in your local community. This is your journey, and it can look 

however you want it to look.  

 

If we come together over the summer and have fun, get to know each other, build our skills, and 

practice our organizing then we will be better prepared to hit the ground running in September 

when we launch a campaign to change this government and push for bold action on climate, 

economy, and democracy. (See Resources for more information about our election campaign!) 
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This FIPA Summer Organizing Kit contains four basic components: 

 

1. An overview of the FIPA Campaign 

2. Tactics to use 

3. Reporting back to Leadnow 

4. Additional resources 

 

Please send us an email at organize@leadnow.ca to let us know what your organizing plan is 

for the summer. Once you contact us, Leadnow Regional Organizers will be on hand to offer 

support, help you troubleshoot, direct you to helpful resources and trainings, and answer any 

questions you might have. We commit to checking in with you and your group on a regular basis, so 

that we can learn from each other and build a strong foundation for the rest of our movement. 

 

If you have any questions or concerns throughout the summer, you can contact one of our Regional 

Organizers for help: 

 

 

    
 

Katelynn Northam   Anna McClean   Leslie Cramer 

Regional Organizer   Regional Organizer  Regional Organizer 

Eastern Canada    British Columbia  Prairies & the North 

organize@leadnow.ca   organize@leadnow.ca  organize@leadnow.ca 

(902) 449 5454    (250) 858-6814   (403) 969-7547 

  

 

 

  

mailto:organize@leadnow.ca
mailto:organize@leadnow.ca%09%09%09organize@leadnow.ca%09%09organize@leadnow.ca
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The Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Act could be approved any day 

now. By building public awareness, demonstrating widespread opposition, and supporting the 

Hupacasath First Nation’s legal challenge, we can put pressure on Federal and Provincial leaders to 

do everything in their power to prevent this dangerous deal from moving forward.  

 

As you start thinking about what action you might take to achieve your vision for change, try to 

articulate your goals: What would you like to achieve with your team? Would you like to raise 

awareness? Encourage people to pressure their local representatives to take action? Raise money to 

support ongoing advocacy on FIPA? Or some combination of all of these things?  

 

Once you have a goal, choose a tactic that will help you address your chosen issue strategically in a 

way that makes the best possible use of your resources, builds capacity in your team, and helps you 

reach your goal.  

 

If you want some tips on setting goals and choosing tactics, check out this worksheet. 

 

To make the most impact on your FIPA campaign, we suggest trying canvassing, rallies or petition 

deliveries, or holding a fundraiser in support of the Hupacasath First Nation’s court case 

challenging FIPA. Based on your community context, other tactics may be more suitable, (for 

example an educational event for community members might be necessary to raise awareness and 

build support prior to holding a rally). If you have other tactics in mind, please reach out to us and 

let us know what you plan to pursue. There is a list of additional tactics linked in the Resources 

section. 

 

 Canvassing 

Use the printable petition included in this Kit and hit the streets with your team! You can head 

to your local farmer’s market, busy street intersection, or local festivals to find supporters. 

Canvassing involves going door-to-door or approaching people in public spaces to talk to them 

about how they stand on a particular issue. The intent behind canvassing is to identify your 

supporters, and encourage them to take action on the issue. 

 

Canvassing with the FIPA campaign will allow you to raise awareness in your community while 

building a list of supporters (including their contact information) that can be re-engaged for events, 

such as rallies or petition deliveries, and other actions. Canvassing is also an opportunity to collect 

signatures on a petition that will demonstrate widespread opposition to FIPA.  You’ll also need to 

upload the signatures to our online form, so we can add your voices to the online petition!  

 

 Rallies or petition deliveries 

Hold a rally, protest or petition delivery at a significant location in your community. The intent 

is to send a message to a political leader, such as an MP, MLA/MNA/MPP, or Councillor, and to 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Summer+Organizing+Kit+Worksheet.pdf
http://www.tfaforms.com/338341
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attract media attention to your cause. You could include music, speeches, dances, and other 

compelling visuals to attract the broader public. 

 

Holding a demonstration in opposition to FIPA will serve the purpose of bringing voices of 

opposition into public spaces. While sending a message to political leaders that Canadians want 

them to reject FIPA, you will also be able to draw the attention of other supporters in your 

community and build broader public awareness about FIPA and the impact it will have on our 

democracy, environment, and economy if passed.  

 

 Hold a fundraiser to support the Hupacasath First Nation, who are leading the fight to 

stop FIPA 

The Hupacasath First Nation has taken the federal government to court over FIPA, and this case has 

been supported by crowd-funding efforts from the Leadnow community and other allies. By 

challenging FIPA in court, the Hupacasath First Nation is buying time that we can use to rally 

Canadians to stop this deal for good. Holding an event to raise funds for this legal case will allow you 

to bring people together to learn about FIPA, support this important challenge, and build up your 

team’s work by collecting petition signatures and recruiting people to canvass, attend a rally, or 

participate in a petition delivery. You could host a BBQ, an educational event, a documentary 

screening, or come up with something totally new. Leadnow will direct all donations made here to 

the Hupacasath First Nation.  

 

 Online petition 

 Petition to print and use for canvassing  

o Upload the signatures here. 

 Factsheet for distribution 

 

We’d love to hear about your work over the summer and provide any support that we can. Sharing 

the stories of our work together this summer is important so we can learn from one another and 

inspire others to take action too! 

 

Here are some of the ways we want to check in with you over the summer. 

 

● Email us and let us know what your campaign strategy and tactics will be. We can then follow 

up if you have any questions or provide additional organizing resources. 

 

● At the end of the summer, we’ll ask you to complete a short online survey to let us know 

what you did, how it went, and what you learned.  

 

But remember, you can contact us any time! We’d love to hear from you throughout the summer 

with any questions, suggestions, feedback or success stories! Just email organize@leadnow.ca.  

http://www.leadnow.ca/fipa-legal-fundraiser/
http://www.leadnow.ca/stop-fipa/
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/FIPApetition+(1).pdf
http://www.tfaforms.com/338441
http://s3.amazonaws.com/fipafacts/FIPA-Fact-Sheet-Printout.pdf
mailto:organize@leadnow.ca
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Now that you've decided what you want to do, here are some resources that will help you do it! 

● A backgrounder and talking points on the campaign 

● Tips on how to build a team 

● Organizing Resources  

 

In the fall of 2012, Prime Minister Harper quietly announced that he wanted to pass the biggest 

international investors’ deal in a generation without a single vote in Parliament. If passed, the 

Canada-China Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Act would diminish the ability of people 

in Canada to act in their own economic and environmental interest, instead shifting power towards 

foreign corporations. Under FIPA, China’s massive companies would have the power to sue 

Canadian governments for making decisions that put our interest ahead of corporate profits. The 

deal stipulates lawsuits would be settled outside of the Canadian legal system and, instead, secret 

tribunals of unaccountable arbitrators would be able to award billions in damages to foreign 

corporations. FIPA has significant implications for the future of resource extraction in our country, as 

well as our ability to steer the course of our democracy and economy on a local level, and we need 

to build a strong opposition to prevent it from moving forward.  

 

By mobilizing people across the country, the Leadnow community played an important role in 

ensuring this deal has been held off for almost two years, but we need to make sure FIPA is stopped 

for good. To accomplish this we need to build widespread public outcry across the country that our 

Federal and Provincial leaders cannot ignore.  

 

Talking Points: Reasons to Stop FIPA 

 

1. Corporate profits over Canadian interests: If FIPA is passed, China’s corporations will be 

able to sue Canadian governments for making decisions that put Canadian interests over 

their profits.  

 

2. Granting companies with the power to sue will limit local decision making power on social, 

economic, and environmental issues. 

 

3. Lawsuits will be settled in secret tribunals that operate outside of Canada’s legal system, 

where unaccountable arbitrators will have the power to award billions in damages to foreign 

corporations.  

 

4. In 2012, the Harper Government has tried to push FIPA through Parliament without debate 

or a single vote.  
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○ Government transparency and accountability is paramount for decisions that will 

have such significant implications for our ability to make democratic decisions about 

our economy and environment. 

 

5. The Canada-China FIPA is binding for 31 years - a significant period of time during which our 

environment and communities can be irreversible damaged by the operations of profit-

driven foreign companies. 

 

 

One person can make a big difference, but we can’t do all the work on our own. That’s why it’s 

important to find your people and build strong relationships with them over the summer. The first 

step in organizing is to work towards building a team of people who you can count on to work 

together to make change in your communities.  

 

1. Find some people! 

You can find people to organize with everywhere. They might be people you already know, like 

friends, family members, co-workers, fellow students, or acquaintances from Facebook. You could 

also use this as an opportunity to make new contacts, and attend events and gatherings to find new 

people who are interested in working with you.  

 

2. Track your contacts 

Another important aspect of recruitment is building a list of contacts who are engaged supporters 

and volunteers. Use events, gatherings and meetings to collect people’s contact information. 

Remember that if they leave without giving you their email, you have no way to follow up with them!  

 

Important: Don’t forget to get the consent of the person giving their contact information, and to 

keep it private. It is very important that you ask for consent when gathering contact 

information. New anti-spam legislation will be in effect as of July 1st. It requires explicit 

consent from people before adding them to a mailing list. Let people know why you are 

gathering their information, that it will be used to keep them informed of the group’s activities and 

meetings, and that they can have their email removed from the list at any time. Please use our sign-

up sheet, located in the Resources section, which uses approved legal language. You can also read 

more about Leadnow’s privacy policy here. 

 

  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Signup2.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Signup2.pdf
http://www.leadnow.ca/privacy-policy/
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Additional Tactics  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Choose+Your+Tactics.pdf  

 

About Leadnow 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/About+Leadnow.pdf  

 

Election Strategy  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Election+strategy.pdf  

 

Campaign Planning Worksheet 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Summer+Organizing+Kit+Worksh

eet.pdf  

 

Logo 

Please contact a Regional Organizer regarding use of our branding and logo for your work.  

 

Handbill  

Black and white https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/LNhandbill-bw-

editable.pdf  

 

Colour https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/LNhandbill-colour-

editable.pdf  

 

Leadnow sign-up sheet 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Signup2.pdf  

 

Acknowledging First Nations Territory 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Acknowledging+First+Nations+Te

rritory.pdf  

 

 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Choose+Your+Tactics.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/About+Leadnow.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Election+strategy.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Summer+Organizing+Kit+Worksheet.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Summer+Organizing+Kit+Worksheet.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/LNhandbill-bw-editable.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/LNhandbill-bw-editable.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/LNhandbill-colour-editable.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/LNhandbill-colour-editable.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Signup2.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Acknowledging+First+Nations+Territory.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/leadnow/Summer+Organizing+KIt+content/Acknowledging+First+Nations+Territory.pdf

